...the nurseryman's helper

the does everything four-wheel drive workhorse.

Every nursery needs a PUG! This powerful, all-terrain vehicle will fit into your operations like an answer to a prayer. PUG moves easily between and around cultivated rows doing a hundred and one jobs and then can travel on roadways at a speed of up to 25 miles per hour, carrying a one-ton payload or pulling loads up to 10 tons.

PUG does it all!

★ HAULING
★ TILLING
★ SPRAYING
★ MOWING
Does more jobs easier and better!

Versatility is PUG's second name. If there's a job to do, just call on the PUG. You can attach a harrow or chisel plow and till fields. Mount your spraying equipment on the rear section and you can move through your shrubs and plants a lot easier and faster. No need to own a special mower because you can attach a large size rotary to your PUG and do the job better.

The makers of PUG offer many accessories and various bodies which are designed to mount on the chassis without structural changes. You can buy dump bodies, trailers, grader blade assembly, snow plow, stake body, flatbed, a camper, hydraulic P.T.O. assembly, cab, and several other options.

PUG is powered by a 16 H.P. Briggs & Stratton synchro balanced 4-cycle engine which produces more torque and traction power per horsepower than any other vehicle now produced. You can climb grades up to 45 degrees with a full load, cross streams and drive through marshy areas without bogging down.

Unique design provides constant 4-wheel traction and short turning radius too.

PUG is designed with a front and rear section, each with its own differential and linked together with a special universal joint. This allows each section to twist and turn freely over the roughest terrain while all four wheels maintain traction. It has a turning radius of 10'4". It is practically impossible to tip over in the PUG even in areas with boulders and ditches. This is the design that makes the PUG so versatile.

Only PUG has it!

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION

REPRESENTED BY:

BRUCE MANUFACTURING CORP.
7450 France Ave. So.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55435